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Chemical Vapor Deposition (CVD) on Cu thin films is a promising approach for the large 
area formation of graphene on dielectric substrates, but a fine control of the deposition 
parameters is required to avoid dewetting of the Cu catalyst. In this paper we report on the 
study of the Cu dewetting phenomena by monitoring the intensity of the infra-red emission 
from the film surface during Rapid Thermal CVD of graphene. The reduction of Cu film 
coverage consequent to dewetting is detected as a variation of sample’s emissivity. Results 
indicate three time constants of dewetting, describing three typical stages, hole formation, 
propagation and ligament breakup. Slowing the first incubation stage by tuning pressure in 
the chamber allows for an effective surface activation resulting in the deposition of graphene 
at temperatures lower than in the case of Cu foils.  
Keywords:  
dewetting, CVD graphene synthesis, structural transformation, chemical vapor deposition, 
infra-red emission, electron microscopy. 
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1. Introduction 
Compared to the wealth of information available in current literature about the CVD 
(Chemical Vapor Deposition) of graphene onto Cu foils [1], there is a dearth of experimental 
studies dealing with the use of Cu thin (< 500 nm) films as substrates [2-5]. However, these 
latter offer several advantages: first, they are deposited in High Vacuum environments and 
show less contamination than commercial foils, second, the small amount of the Cu substrate 
make the graphene transfer process much less invasive, third, the use of films makes the 
process more compatible with the current microelectronics technology.  
One of the most critical factors which hinder the adoption of Cu thin films as substrates for 
CVD deposition of graphene is their metastability of the films, since undergo agglomeration 
(more commonly defined as dewetting) if treated at high temperatures. Such effect is well 
known from several decades [6], and theoretically studied since the 1970’s. Dewetting is 
known to appear in films with different crystallographic quality, no matter if mono-
crystalline [7] or poly-crystalline [8]. In the latter case, a simple model based onto balance of 
the surface tension [8] at a grain boundary can be drawn. The equilibrium between the grain 
boundary (GB) energy GB and the surface energy s allows defining the angle , which 
determines the curvature of the grain surface as [9]:  
𝜑 = sin−1 (
𝛾𝐺𝐵
2∙𝛾𝑠
),      (1) 




     (2) 
where R is the average radius of the grain. When  equals the film thickness h0, a hole is 
formed in the film. The stage prior to hole opening is defined as incubation stage. 
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When using thin films of metal catalyst (e.g. Cu) for graphene CVD, researchers tend to 
increase the hole incubation time (t0), generally by using thick films [10-15] (≥500 nm). As a 
matter of fact, thicker Cu films can be simply treated as foils, then applying the same 
deposition conditions, with comparable results [10]. Nevertheless, deep grooves at GBs are 
likely formed and the graphene sheet may pucker in some regions when transferred, as 
elucidated by the AFM (Atomic Force Microscope) image in figure 1. Such puckering has 
not to be confused with wrinkles due to difference of thermal expansion between graphene 
and the substrate [8], because it is observed onto the transfer destination substrate, solely 
[16]. 
However, film dewetting should not merely be considered as an obstacle, but as an additional 
resource to open alternative chances for the large scale graphene synthesis. For example, the 
possibility to carefully lay down the graphene sheet onto the substrate underlying the Cu film 
(typically SiO2), just during deposition, avoids cumbersome and time consuming transfer 
processes [4]. In addition, in a film subjected to dewetting, the surface is close to being 
liquid. This is considered as necessary for optimal graphene growth on Cu [1].  
Here, we report a study of the substrate dewetting and propose an approach to improve the 
controllability and reproducibility of the CVD deposition process of graphene on thin  (< 500 
nm) Cu films. 
 
2. Experimental 
Cu films of 200 nm and 350 nm, evaporated at a rate of 0.17 nm/s onto oxidized Si substrates 
at pressures in the 10-5 Pa range have been employed for the purpose. Substrates have been 
cleaned in a class 100 clean room by sonication in acetone and isopropanol, then rinsed in 
deionized water, dried in N2 flow and rapidly loaded into the evaporator chamber. Just after 
Cu evaporation the specimen has been transferred into a Jipelec JetFirst 100 Rapid Thermal 
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CVD (RTCVD) system, and promptly evacuated down to the 10-3 Pa range to minimize 
oxidation due to air exposure. The RTCVD apparatus allows heating and cooling at high rates 
(tens °C/s), making the interpretation of dewetting dynamics simpler that in a conventional 
resistively heated furnace. In the RTCVD system, a wafer is placed horizontally onto three 
quartz pins and heated by means of an array of halogen lamps on the top of the chamber.  
For the aim of this work, the sample is mounted upside down in the chamber (see figure 2) 
and its temperature is measured by three thermocouples in contact with the sample back face.  
A quartz window allowed thermal radiation emission from the Cu layer to be monitored by 
means of a pyrometer with a centred wavelength of =5.14 m (figure 2). 
Being the signal of the pyrometer proportional to the Planck’s black body radiation law and 
to the body emissivity () and since the emissivity of the film (Cu) is approximately 2 times 
lower that the emissivity of the substrate (SiO2), we expect to monitor the dewetting process 
as a gradual transition from Cu to SiO2: 
𝜀𝑒𝑓𝑓(𝑡) = 𝜀𝐶𝑢 ∙ 𝑥(𝑡) + 𝜀𝑆𝑖𝑂2[1 − 𝑥(𝑡)] → 𝐵(𝑡) = 𝐵𝐶𝑢 ∙ 𝑥(𝑡) + 𝐵𝑆𝑖𝑂2[1 − 𝑥(𝑡)],   (3) 
Where eff is the effective emissivity of partially covered SiO2 surface (film experiencing 
dewetting) and x(t) is the percentage of the surface covered with Cu, which decreases with 
time; correspondingly, on the right side, B(t) is the relevant signal of the pyrometer at time t 
and BSiO2, BCu are the signals measured from pure SiO2 and Cu samples, respectively. 
We measured the final relative Cu coverage xSEM by analysing the SEM (Scanning Electron 
Microscope) micrographs of the dewetted samples using the ImageJ software [17]. Markers 
on the right side of figure 3 represent the B values calculated by eq. (3) for the Cu coverage 
given by SEM analysis. The excellent agreement with the asymptotic values of B(t) detected 
by the pyrometer validates the model and supports the assumption that the surface roughness 
radiation scattering plays a negligible role in the dewetting monitoring. 
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3. Results and discussion 
Focusing on the response shown in figure 3 for, e.g., T= 600 °C in vacuum, after a first signal 
rise due to sample heating, we clearly observe the incubation time of dewetting as a constant 
signal value for a time interval t0, where a complete Cu surface coverage persists, i.e. x(t<t0)= 
1 and eff=Cu. Then, holes open, Cu retracts, and eff increases to approach SiO2. It is worth 
noting that for higher T, the incubation time falls down dramatically: as shown in the inset (a) 
of figure 3, the Cu film surface just after the heating ramp (20 °Cs-1 rate) up to 700 °C 
already shows the presence of grains with bumped surface. According to the above 
discussion, in the neighbouring GBs, holes are likely to form. In other words, if T is high 
enough, the incubation stage of dewetting already starts during heating. 
The inset (b) of figure 3 displays the complementary curve of the dewetting-related rise at 
800 °C in a semi-log plot, and indicates a clear double exponential behaviour, i.e.: 
𝐵(∞) − 𝐵(𝑡) = 𝐵1 ∙ 𝑒
−
𝑡
𝑡1 + 𝐵2 ∙ 𝑒
−
𝑡
𝑡2    (4) 
Accordingly, three different peculiar time constants, relevant to three distinct stages, can be 
extracted from the monitoring of the dewetting phenomenon: the incubation time t0 in the 
constant portion of the B(t) curve and the fast (t1) and slow (t2) exponential components.  
No previous theoretical models of dewetting consider such a double exponential time 
evolution, however, there is general consensus about three different stages in dewetting: hole 
formation, hole growth and impingement, and ligament breakup [7,18].  
Figure 4(a) compares the time constant t0 values extracted at the chosen temperatures for the 
200 nm and 350 nm thick films, both at a pressure of P=0.1 Pa. As expected, the 
characteristic time t0 increases with thickness, and dramatically decreases with T in both sets 
of samples. A similar thickness and T-dependence of t1 and t2 is observed, as elucidated by 
figure 4(b), which summarizes the results for t1. However, it is worth noticing that the slow 
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portion of the dewetting process, described by time constant t2, maintains a nearly constant 
value of about 100 s, regardless the thin film thickness and the process temperature.  
The micrograph in the inset of figure 4(b) shows the morphology of a Cu film extracted from 
the chamber after t=t0+t1 and confirms that t1 is related to the hole growth stage of dewetting. 
As a preliminary conclusion, we can then affirm that the dynamic surface, close to being a 
liquid [1], as requested for optimal graphene growth on Cu, is attainable in films at 
temperatures lower than in the case of foils (T> 1000 °C).  
Such high T values seem necessary, even in cases where C precursors catalysing at lower T 
are employed [19]. At such T values, moreover, consistent Cu sublimation occurs, the Cu 
vapour pressure reaching 10–2 Pa [1]. Even if the role of sublimation is still unclear, it has 
been demonstrated that in foils it leads to Cu step retraction [20]. Such sublimation is slowed 
in regions covered by graphene, causing Cu steps to be trapped under graphene, thereby 
creating mounds and roughening the surface topography. Actually, the low temperatures 
required to activate the Cu thin films inhibit sublimation and can presumably contribute to 
mitigate this effect [21]. In fact, the analysis of Cu films dewetting test corroborate the 
hypothesis of a minor role played by sublimation during the thermal process for temperatures 
lower than 900 °C. The analysis was carried out by taking into account the final relative 
coverage xSEM of h0=200 nm Cu thin film after thermal annealing at different temperatures. 
The height of Cu particles (h= h0/xSEM), calculated under the assumption that volume is 
conserved, was then compared with the average height <h> of particles extracted from SEM 
micrographs (see Fig. 5(b)) of the Cu surface. Figure 5(a) shows a comparison between the 
two sets of data: only the 900 °C process shows a discrepancy suggesting that the Cu volume 
is not conserved, i.e. a minor sublimation occurs. 
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Dewetting dynamics depend on both temperature and film thickness but a further dependence 
on pressure in chamber and gas composition is expected. In principle, this allows to increase 
the number of degrees of freedom for controlling the system.  
Several authors employ H2 to reduce the Cu oxide layer and activate the catalyst surface prior 
to graphene deposition [10,15]. There is no general consensus, however, on the beneficial 
[22] or detrimental [11] effect of H2 addition to carbon-based precursors during the 
deposition step. To ascertain the role of H2 on the dewetting process, solely, we carried out 
the preliminary studies by exposing the film to H2 for its total duration. Results are 
summarized in figure 4, which shows that the dewetting behaviour of the thinner films (200 
nm) approaches that of thicker ones (350 nm) when H2 is fluxed in the chamber at a pressure 
of 25 Pa, although we observe a steeper drop of t0 with T. According to eqs. (1), (2), this can 
be related to the noticeable reduction of s at the grain surface due to interaction with H 
atoms.  
This conclusion is supported by the observation of the Cu surface just after the heating step: 
figure 6 compares the SEM tilted views of Cu films heated up to 700 °C in vacuum and at 25 
Pa, H2 atmosphere, respectively. The reduction of grains with bumped surfaces is noticeable. 
To check if this effect is somehow related to chemical reduction of Cu by H2, or to formation 
of hydrides onto its surface, as suggested by A. Geissler et al. [23] who observed effects of 
higher H2 pressures onto dewetting dynamics, we reproduced the process with an inert gas 
like Ar at 25 Pa. In this case, the incubation time t0 further increases up to t0>1500 s in a 200 
nm thick Cu film at 800 °C, suggesting a physical, rather than chemical, interaction of the gas 
with the film surface. Interestingly, the pyrometer signal increases as soon as the Ar flow 
stops, even if with a slower dynamics than in the vacuum case. Such effect is shown in figure 
7 (a), which compares the pyrometer signal variation in different working conditions. The 
slower ascent of the pyrometer signal in the latter case suggests that few holes are opened 
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during heating in Ar atmosphere. According to the model previously described, if hole 
incubation is inhibited by the presence of gas molecules at the grain surface, the average 
groove depth <> is expected to be smaller with respect to the vacuum case. Then, when gas 
is pumped away, fewer holes appear and the fraction of uncovered SiO2 grows slower than in 
the case of incubation in vacuum (figure 7 (a)). In other words, the time constant t1, 
governing the hole opening stage, depends on the previous hole incubation process in our 
detection system. 
These results confirm the commonly accepted scenario in which the growth of graphene on 
Cu films presents limitations with respect to Cu foil substrates: to get rid of film dewetting 
one requires: a) relatively thick films (> 500 nm), b) moderate temperatures (< 1000 ° C), c) 
high pressures (close to atmospheric). These, at first sight, limitations, can be exploited, in 
our opinion, through a careful in situ control of film dewetting. Then, the careful dosage of 
the gas composition and pressure introduces additional degrees of freedom to optimize the 
reactivity of the Cu surface before introducing the reactive species. 
Graphene pre-deposition treatments of the substrate normally employ both H2 and Ar, the 
first to reduce Cu oxide [24,25] and the second to more efficiently preserve the Cu film from 
dewetting. With the aim of studying the possibility of activating the Cu surface, preserving 
the dewetting at the same time, we prepared two recipes, a soft one, in which H2 is fluxed in 
the chamber for 5 min, followed by Ar for 1 min, and a hard one in which a Ar/H2 mixture 
(10:1 flux ratio) is fluxed for 6 min. Pressure was kept at 25 Pa in both cases. The Cu 
substrate was 200 nm thick. Instead of the more commonly used methane, which is catalysed 
at T values outside our range of interest, we used ethanol [19,26,27] at T values in the range 
of 650 °C to 800 °C. It is worth noting that, when ethanol vapors are fluxed, no emissivity-
related rise in the pyrometer response is detected in the deposition time window, i.e. 
dewetting does not occur during deposition for times up to 1500 s. After closing the ethanol 
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source, Ar is fluxed again in the chamber during the cooling stage to preserve the Cu film 
underneath. 
It is worthy to note, that either the pre-deposition or the graphene deposition processes are not 
optimized. As previously discussed, the aim of this work is to identify the possibility of 
controlling dewetting in the catalyzing film, in order to obtain a dynamic surface, required for 
graphene deposition, avoiding the film rupture at the same time. To achieve optimal results, 
several parameters have to be finely adjusted, namely, film thickness, temperature, pressure 
chamber, and gas composition and fluxes in both pre-deposition and deposition steps. As an 
example, no H2 is added to carbon source during deposition, as it has been proved that small 
amounts of H2 can be beneficial to the graphene’s quality [19]. In both the recipes, a Cu foil 
has been added in the deposition chamber as a control, to evidence the different surface 
behaviour of the two systems. 
Raman spectroscopic analysis of graphene obtained in this way indicates that on the cm2 
scale a uniform double layer has been obtained, as suggested by the intensity ratio of 2D and 
G peaks (figure 8). Nevertheless, the intensity of the D peak at 1380 cm-1 changes with the 
chosen recipe, being higher in the soft process. As previously mentioned, the quality of 
graphene film is not optimal, but a clear trend is observed. The effect of the different pre-
deposition recipes requires deep investigations that are underway, but it seems clear that in 
the soft case, a larger number of nucleation sites for graphene gives rise to smaller domains, 
i.e. to nanocrystalline graphene [28]. A more strict control of dewetting with the aid of Ar, on 
the contrary (hard recipe) seems to reduce such nucleation site density, giving rise to larger 
domains. Interestingly, the pyrometer signal (figure 7 (b)) keeps constant during deposition 
only in the hard case, confirming the key role played by the pre-deposition on the deposition 
step. This envisages the possibility of correlating the final graphene quality with the time 
evolution of the signal from the substrate. Last, it is important to note that the same 
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deposition conditions yield a higher quality graphene on Cu films rather than on foils. In this 
case, in fact, the Raman spectrum is indicative for a nanocrystalline multilayered graphene 
film [29]. Similar, unsatisfactory quality has been obtained on the Cu foil using different pre-
deposition recipes, including pure H2 fluxing or high vacuum annealing, but leaving out any 
temperature activation (around 1000 °C) [26] of the surface. This confirms that, in the 
investigated T range, surface mobility of Cu atoms increases more in films than in foils, as a 
consequence of the different balance between the surface and the GB energies, as evidenced 
in equations (1) and (2).  
 
4. Conclusions 
In conclusion, we have shown that in a standard RTCVD system, the dewetting of the 
catalyst film can be easily monitored in situ by optically recording its infra-red emission. 
Incubation of dewetting in vacuum is dramatically short in the case of thinner Cu films and, 
for T> 700 °C, i.e. it occurs already during the heating stage. Addition of H2 in this stage 
slows-down hole incubation as well as reduces Cu oxide. Dewetting can be further slowed by 
using Ar or Ar/H2 mixtures. Tuning the pressure in the chamber is an easy way to control Cu 
mobility and to preserve the film surface, in order to reach the optimal conditions for 
graphene growth. In other words, graphene is grown during a prolonged dewetting incubation 
time. Differently from foils, in which the graphene quality is highly dependent on the 
temperature (around 1000 °C), no matter if in the pre-deposition [26] or deposition [19] step, 
our results demonstrate that Cu films can be efficiently activated at lower T values and the 
process can be fully controlled by adjusting several parameters (besides the film thickness 
and T) like the pressure in chamber, the gas composition, and the pre-deposition duration.  
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Figure captions 
 
Figure 1. AFM image of a graphene sheet transferred onto PMMA. Due to its viscosity, 
PMMA does not fill the deep grooves when spun onto the film. Graphene, which follows the 
Cu film corrugations, is puckered in those regions after transfer (circled areas). 
 
Figure 2. Scheme of the RTCVD system. 
 
Figure 3. A collection of pyrometer responses B(t) taken on a 200 nm thick Cu film dewetted 
in vacuum at different temperatures. B() is the response value at saturation. Initial rise 
corresponds to the heating ramp, whereas the second one is related to the change in 
emissivity due to hole opening and coalescence in the Cu film. The incubation stage is clearly 
visible in between the two rises for the curves at lower temperatures. Arrows on the right 
indicate B values, as evaluated by inserting in eq. (3) the final surface coverage by software 
analysis on SEM micrographs. Inset (a): surface topography of a Cu film extracted just after 
heating up to 700 °C, showing the presence of surface bumps. Inset (b): the complementary 
curve of the emissivity-related rise at 900 °C displayed in the main graph: a satisfactory fit 
(full line) is obtained by using a double exponential function (dashed lines). 
 
Figure 4. A summary of characteristic times of dewetting in Cu films. Closed symbols refer 
to the 200 nm thick film, whereas open ones pertain to the 350 nm one. (a) t0 vs. T: red 
squares and blue triangles are relevant to annealing in vacuum and H2 respectively. Data at 
900 °C are missing because hole opening already occurs during heating and t0 cannot be 
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evaluated. (b), t1 vs. T. At 600 °C (350 nm and 200 nm in H2), the pyrometer signal was 
almost constant in the investigated time interval: t0 is then assumed to be longer than 10
3 s 
(arrow in figure 4a) and t1 is missed. Inset: surface topography of a 350 nm film extracted 
from the chamber after t= t0+t1 at 700 °C.  
 
Figure 5. (a) Comparison of the measured height <h> with the height h of dewetted particles 
calculated if Cu volume were conserved. The error bar is related to dispersion of the particle 
heights. No sublimation occurs between 600 and 800 °C, while for 900 °C process a 
discrepancy is observed. (b) SEM micrograph of a section of a sample after a 800 °C thermal 
process. 
 
Figure 6. Tilted SEM images of Cu films, 200 nm thick, heated up to 700 °C in vacuum (top) 
and H2 atmosphere (bottom), promptly cooled and extracted out of the chamber. The 
percentage of bumped grains is reduced in presence of H2. 
 
Figure 7. (a) A collection of dewetting curves obtained at different conditions and T= 800 
°C. The arrow indicates the interruption of Ar flux in the chamber in the Ar+Vacuum 
process. In the case of gas flow (green and cyan curves), the pressure was kept at 25 Pa. (b) 
Evolution of the pyrometer signals during the hard and soft recipes (T=700 °C). 
 
Figure 8. Typical Raman spectra of graphene deposited on Cu by means of the processes 
described in the text at T=700 °C. From top to bottom: hard recipe (red), soft recipe (blue), 
and foil (with hard recipe in this case, but results do not depend on the pre-treatment). To 
avoid background luminescence from Cu, illumination at 442 nm has been employed [14].  
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